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I. Statement of the Case. 
This is an appeal from the May 15, 2012 Decision and Order of the Idaho 
Industrial Commission affirming the Department of Labor's Decision that the transfer of a 
predecessor company's unemployment experience rating to the Employer, Appellant Rule Steel 
Tanks, Inc., was mandatory pursuant to Idaho Code 72-1351A, and the Commission's August 2, 
2012 Order Denying Reconsideration. The Department and the Commission ruled that a total 
transfer, rather than partial transfer under Idaho Code 72-1351(5)(b), was mandated even though 
Rule Steel did not hire all of the employees terminated by the predecessor, only a few of the 
workers them engage in work related to the former business, and the predecessor business was 
essentially ceased for almost a year. 
II. Course of Proceedings Below. 
The Department issued its Determination of Mandatory Transfer of Experience 
Rating ("Determination") on September 19, 2011. Rule Steel timely appealed the Determination. 
A telephone appeal hearing was held on February 2, 2012. The Depatiment's Appeals Examiner 
issued his Decision affirming the Determination on February 8, 2012. Rule timely appealed the 
Appeals Examiner's Decision to the Industrial Commission. The Commission issued its 
Decision and Order affirming the Appeals Examiner's Decision on May 15, 2012. Rule moved 
for partial reconsideration on June 4, 2012. The Commission issued its Order Denying 
Reconsideration on August 2, 2012. Rule timely appealed to this Court. 
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III. Facts. 
A. The Department's initial Decision and Rule's 
appeal. 
In May 2009, Diamond Z Trailer, Inc. ("Diamond Z") a company that produced 
large industrial grinders and similar equipment, ceased operations and terminated all of its 
employees, approximately 60 at the time. Diamond Z had not actually manufactured and sold a 
grinder since March 2009. Tr., p. 50, 1. 21. Diamond Z had lost many more employees before 
that point; its payroll had decreased from over a million dollars with 140 employees in mid-2008 
to about 60 employees with a payroll of $440,000 in the second quarter of 2009. Exs. A, B, D; 
Tr., p. 51, 1. 5 - p. 52, 1. 12. 
Over the next two quarters of 2009, Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. ("Rule") hired 44 of 
the employees terminated by Diamond Z. They were each rehired only after going through an 
extensive evaluation process conducted by Rule. Tr., p. 81, 1. 22- p. 85, 1. 6. Of those hired by 
Rule, 40 were put to work in existing lines of Rule's business. Id., p. 87, 1. 22 - p. 88, 1. 13; p. 
54, 1. 11 -p. 55, 1. 20. Rule hired virtually none of Diamond Z's former management personnel. 
Id., p. 89, 1. 16 - p. 90, 1. 12; p. 53, 11. 1-22. Four marketing employees were tasked with 
marketing in an effort to re-establish the Diamond Z business. Id., p. 54, 1. 17 - p. 55, 1. 20; Ex. 
C. 1 However, Rule did not manufacture and sell a grinder until February 2010. Tr., p. 57, 11. 8-
15. At that time (over eight months later) another six employees worked part of the time to 
The reference in the transcript at p. 54, I. 12 appears to Exhibit E appears to be erroneous; the testimony at 
that point refers to Exhibit C. 
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manufacture the grinder. Ex. C. All other former Diamond Z employees hired by Rule never 
performed work related to Diamond Z, but were put to work in Rule's existing lines of business 
such as manufacturing containers. Tr., p. 87, 1. 22 - p. 88, 1. 13. 
The Department of Labor ("the Department") issued its Determination of 
Mandatory Transfer of Experience Rating ("Determination") on September 19, 2011. Exhibit 3. 
The Department concluded: "Successor [Rule] succeeds to, or acquired all or substantially all of 
the business owned by Predecessor and the business transferred to Successor on January 1, 
201 O." Id. It based this conclusion on the following "findings of fact": 
1. Ownership is substantially the same between Predecessor and Successor. 
2. Management is substantially the same between Predecessor and Successor. 
3. Control is substantially the same between Predecessor and Successor. 
4. The successor continued the business enterprise of the acquired business. 
Id. These findings were unsupported by analysis or reference to specific facts in the 
Determination. The Determination does not explain the selection of January 1, 2010 as the 
transfer date. 
Based on the findings, the Department determined: "The transfer of Diamond Z 
Trailer, Inc. experience rating account to Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. is mandatory under Idal10 Code 
Section 72-1351A." Id. Rule Steel appealed the Determination. 
B. The appeal hearing. 
A telephone appeal hearing was conducted by a Department Appeals Examiner on 
February 2, 2012. The following testimony occurred. 
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a. Joanna Henrv. 
The Department's investigator, Joanna Henry, testified during the telephone 
appeal hearing that her decision that Rule was subject to a mandatory rate transfer pursuant to 
Idaho Code§ 72-1351(a) was based on: 
(a) Common ownership between Rule and Diamond Z. Ms. Henry 
asserted that both companies were owned by Steve Peel and Greg Burkhart. 
(b) Common management of both companies. Ms. Henry testified that 
Greg Burkhart "is currently and has previously been a manager of Rule Steel," Steve Peel "was 
the manager of Diamond Z prior to the business ceasing operation," and he "currently holds a 
position with Rule Steel and is the primary contact," both Mr. Peel and Mr. Burkhart "are 
corporate officers in both companies," and both "can and have made financial and other business 
related decisions for Rule Steel and for Diamond Z." She based these conclusions mostly on a 
single phone conversation with Mr. Peel2 and on annual report filings by both companies with 
the Idaho Secretary of State. 
(c) She concluded that a transfer of a trade or business occurred based 
on the conclusion that Rule "did continue the manufacturing of Diamond Z products after 
Diamond Z ceased their operation," Rule "did acquire some equipment form Diamond Z through 
2 The initial Determination by the Department was by letter dated September 19, 2011. However, Ms. Henry 
admitted that her conversation with Mr. Peel did not occur until October 6, 2011. Tr., p. 39, 11. 2-11. Likewise, the 
company website screen shots used by the Department during the appeal hearing, and the information regarding 
Rule's telephone receptionist practices, were not generated until October 2011, after the Determination was made, 
and almost two and half years after Diamond Z ceased operations. 
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negotiations with creditors," Rule "kept the Diamond Z name because it had value in the 
marketplace," it leases and occupies property that was formerly leased by Diamond Z, it uses 
"some of the same vendors as Diamond Z, specifically steel vendors," Rule acquired the 
goodwill and receivables of Diamond Z, and 73% of former Diamond Z employees were hired 
by Rule after Diamond Z ceased operations. Tr., pp. 11-26. 
On cross-examination, while Ms. Henry had earlier asserted that "Rule 
Steel had taken over fabrication of the grinders that Diamond Z previously fabricated" (Tr., p. 
13, 11. 3-4), she acknowledged that Diamond Z ceased operations by June 2009, and Rule Steel 
did not begin manufacturing grinders until "sometime between January and December of 201 O." 
Id., p. 28, 11. 10-16. She did not know the specific dates when Rule manufactured grinders in 
2010. Id., p. 28, 11. 16-21. 
Ms. Henry admitted that she did not know when during the third quarter of 
2009 Rule Steel hired former Diamond Z employees. Id., p. 30, 11. 10-13. She admitted, "I don't 
have hired dates or some discharge dates for any of the employees, so I can't testify as to the 
time period between when they were laid off from Diamond Z and when they actually started 
with Rule Steel." Id., p. 31, 11. 8-12. 
Ms. Henry admitted that her testimony regarding the phone numbers used 
by Rule Steel was based only on a phone call she made in September or October of 2011 - after 
her Determination and more than two years after Diamond Z ceased operations. Id., p. 31, 1. 30 -
p. 32, 1. 22. 
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She admitted that the annual report filings by Rule and Diamond Z 
reflected only the status of those companies as of the date the reports were filed, and the reports 
did not provide information for any point earlier in the year. Id., p. 32, l. 23 - p. 33., l. 9. She 
assumed there had been no change during the time between filings, but had no evidence to 
support that assumption. Id., p. 3 3, 1. 9-16. 
Ms. Henry admitted that the Rule Steel and Diamond Z website screen 
shots that the Department submitted as Exhibits 8 and 9 for the hearing were printed on October 
13, 2011 - again, after the Determination was issued and over two years after Diamond Z ceased 
operations. Id., p. 33, 1. 17 - p. 34, 1. 2. Ms. Henry started her investigation late September to 
early October of 2011. Id., p. 34, 11. 13-14. 
Ms. Henry admitted that her assertion that Greg Burkhart was an owner of 
Rule Steel was based on the company's filings with the Idaho Secretary of State (Exhibit 5), 
which in fact only list him as a corporate officer. Id., p. 34, 11. 15 p. 35, I. 17. Ms. Henry then 
attempted to assert that her conclusion was also based on internal computer records of the 
Department, but no such records were made part of the record, and Rule Steel objected to Ms. 
Henry's testimony to that effect as a result. Id. 
With respect to the former Diamond Z employees hired by Rule, Ms. 
Henry did not inquire regarding where in Rule's business those workers were deployed, i.e., 
whether they were in fact put to work on what several months before had been Diamond Z 
business. Id., p. 36, 11. 4 22. She admitted she had no information in her investigation files 
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regarding what work former Diamond Z employees did once they were hired by Rule. Id., p. 36, 
1. 23-p. 37, 1. 2. 
While Ms. Hemy asserted that Mr. Peel told her he reached an agreement 
to acquire assets from Diamond Z through negotiation with its creditors, she admitted that she 
obtained no documentation regarding the transfer of assets. Id., p. 38, 11. 7- 15. 
Finally, while Ms. Henry earlier testified that part of her decision was 
based on the conclusion that Rule and Diamond Z shared vendors, she admitted that she didn't 
know who the vendors were or how many there were. Id., p. 40, 11. 11-13. She admitted that Mr. 
Peel informed her that Rule and Diamond Z had shared a steel vendor simply because there were 
few available steel vendors from which to purchase, and all metal fabricating companies used the 
same steel vendors. Id., p. 40, 11. 17-23. Eventually, she admitted that the sharing of a common 
vendor prior to Diamond Z's demise was not indicative of a transfer of Diamond's Z's business. 
Id., p. 41, 11. 1-5. 
Ms. Hemy did not explain why the Department determined the transfer 
date to be January 1, 2010. 
To summarize Ms. Hemy's testimony during the telephone appeal 
hearing: 
1. She did not know when 42 of the 60 the employees terminated by 
Diamond Z in the second quarter of 2009 were hired by Rule during the next quaiier, or when 
two more former Diamond Z employees were hired by Rule during the fourth quarter of2009; 
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2. She did not know- and did not ask-- where in Rule's business the 
44 former Diamond Z workers were deployed, i.e., whether they were actually put to work on 
what was formerly Diamond Z business; 
3. She did not know when, after Diamond Z ceased manufacturing 
grinders in 2009, Rule began manufacturing grinders in 2010, and admitted that there was at 
least a six month gap; 
4. Her conclusion that Greg Burkhart was an owner of either 
company was an "assumption" based on his status as an officer of either company; 
5. Her information regarding telephone and website practices of the 
companies was from October 2011, over two years after the alleged transfer took place; and 
6. Her assertion that Rule acquired assets directly from Diamond Z 
was based entirely on her report of a telephone conversation with Mr. Peel over two years after 
the alleged transfer took place, and she made no effort to seek documentation of the acquisition. 
b. Lee N ussgen. 
Depaiiment employee Lee Nussgen next testified regarding her calculation of the 
rate transfer from Diamond Z to Rule. She testified that she simply combined the ratings for the 
two companies, i.e., made a total rating transfer. Tr., pp. 46, ll. 2-19. On cross-examination, she 
testified that it was Ms. Henry who made the determination to engage in a total rating transfer. 
Id., p. 47, 11. 10-23. When Rule's counsel had earlier attempted to question Ms. Henry regarding 
how the rating transfer was calculated, paiiicularly whether a pro rata allocation for a partial 
rating transfer had been performed pursuant to I.C. § 72-1351(5), the Department objected and 
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indicated that "Ms. Nussgen will. .. testify as to that type of information." Id., p. 37, 11. 12-20. 
The Department thus appears to have evaded the issue. As a result, the Department provided no 
explanation on the record why, even though only about 70% of the former Diamond Z 
employees terminated in mid-2009 (and only about 40% of those working for Diamond Z as of 
the third quarter of 2008) were eventually hired by Rule, and only a few of those hired then 
actually worked on former Diamond Z business, no pro rata allocation was undertaken. 
c. Steve Peel. 
Steve Peel, Rule's sole shareholder and CEO, provided the following testimony: 
Diamond Z was a manufacturer of waste grinders. Rule has been, for 
approximately fifty years, a steel fabrication company, making tanks, structural steel, waste and 
energy containers, energy products, and miscellaneous steel products. Tr., p. 49, 1. 17 - p. 50, l. 
5. 
Contrary to Ms. Henry's testimony, the last of Diamond Z's employees were 
terminated in May 2009. Id., p. 51, 11. 1-4. Payroll at Diamond Z had dropped from over a 
million dollars in the third quarter of 2008 down to about $440,000 in the second quarter of 
2009. Id., p. 51, l. 24 - p. 52, l. 5; Exhibit B. 
Virtually all of the management personnel from Diamond Z, including its 
president, and the employees responsible for engineering, product development, sales and 
marketing, HR and purchasing were terminated in late 2008 to early 2009. Of the key Diamond 
Z employees only one, Pat Crawford, was rehired by Rule Steel, and his duties at Rule 
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encompassed both marketing former Diamond Z products and marketing of existing Rule 
product lines. p. 53, L 1 - p. 54, L 1 O; Exhibit C. 
Of the employees terminated by Diamond Z and eventually re-hired by Rule, only 
four people out of 44 immediately returned to marketing former Diamond Z products. Another 
six former Diamond Z employees were hired at Rule to work primarily in existing Rule lines of 
business, but occasionally worked on the manufacture of Diamond Z products as a secondary 
duty once the need later arose. Id., p. 54, L 11 p. 55, 1. 20; Exhibit C.3 In other words, of 44 
former Diamond Z employees eventually hired by Rule, only four could be said to return to work 
on part of the former Diamond Z business (marketing), and only another six part-time 
(manufacturing) after a delay of nearly a year. The other 34 re-hired employees did not work on 
Diamond Z business. 
Diamond Z sold its last grinder in approximately March 2009. Id., p. 50, 11. 18-
22. Rule Steel did not manufacture and sell a grinder until February 2010, a gap of eleven 
months. Id., p. 57, 11. 8-15. 
Greg Burkhart, the president of Rule Steel, was president of Diamond Z for only 
about three months, from the end of 2008 when Randy Dodd was terminated from his position as 
Diamond Z president until early 2009. Id., p. 60, 11. 1-7. Mr. Burkhart assisted in the winding 
down of Diamond Z, but received no compensation from Diamond Z. He remained a Rule Steel 
3 Mr. Peel disputed Ms. Henry's assertion that he did not tell her during their October 2011 telephone call 
that most of the former Diamond Z employees that Rule hired were retrained and put to work in Rule's existing 
businesses. Transcript, pp. 55, I. 21 - p. 56, I. 15. He testified that "they are very skilled people and there is just not 
a lot of them out there and some of them did have prior experience in the types of fabrication that Rule Steel did, so 
we looked at trying to bring them into those areas, because Rule Steel had needs." Id. 
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employee. Id., p. 60, 11. 10-23. When the last Diamond Z employees were terminated in May 
2009 Steve Peel was the sole remaining officer of the company. Id., p. 61, 11. 8-11. 
Rule purchased Diamond Z assets from a third party, Capital Link Funding, in 
September 2010, fully sixteen months after Diamond Z ceased operations. Rule placed most of 
the assets into service in Rule's existing steel fabrication business lines. These included items 
like a high-definition plasma table and welding equipment. Id., p. 61, 1. 18 - p. 63, 1. 2; Exhibit 
G. 
Mr. Peel was not involved in the decisions to hire any of the terminated Diamond 
Z employees. Id., p. 63, 11. 3-21. 
Mr. Peel clarified that Greg Burkhart was never a shareholder of Diamond Z. Id., 
p. 65, 11. 5-9. 
Mr. Peel was involved in the termination of Diamond Z' s approximately six to 
eight dealers during the winding down of the company. He was not involved in the 
establishment of new relationships with dealers by Rule later; this task was handled by Greg 
Burkhart, Rule's president. Id., p. 65, 1. 14 - p. 66, 1. 5. 
Mr. Peel clarified that he owned the building which Diamond Z had occupied 
(actually, a third entity owned by him did), and after Diamond Z ceased operations Rule 
determined that it should expand its own operations into the space, while still occupying its other 
existing spaces. Id., p. 70, 1. 16 - p. 71, 1. 5. 
Mr. Peel had no daily managerial duties at Rule in 2009, as he was spending 
much of his time on the winding down of Diamond Z. Id., p. 75, 11. 2-10. 
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d. Greg Burkhart. 
Greg Burkhart is the president of Rule. He gave the following testimony: 
He has been with Rule for approximately 18 years, since well before its 
relationship with Diamond Z. Rule Steel is over fifty years old. Rule has business lines 
including structural steel, tanks, waste containers, miscellaneous steel, energy projects, and 
tandem trailer jacks. It had those lines of business in 2009. Tr., pp. 78-80. 
Of the former employees of Diamond Z rehired by Rule, only four - Pat 
Crawford, Jens Jensen, Bill Lindauer, and Gary Milliman4 worked primarily on former Diamond 
Z business after their hire by Rule. Id., p. 80, 11. 8-25; Exhibit C. 
During 2009, Rule obtained a large contract related to the Hanford nuclear site in 
Washington State, for the fabrication of specialty waste containers, and another contract in 
Wyoming for the fabrication of large ducts. Rule needed additional employees. Some of the 
former Diamond Z employees had worked for Rule previously, so Burkhart was aware of their 
skills. He chose to consider those skills before hiring unknown personnel with unknown skills. 
He described hiring several of the former Diamond Z employees to work for Rule on the 
Hanford and Wyoming projects and other Rule business. They had to go through recertification 
and reapplication, in part because Rule's business was subject to different standards than 
Diamond Z's former business. Tr., pp. 82-85.5 
The Transcript erroneously uses the last name "Norman". 
Of the sixty Diamond Z employees terminated in May 2009, thirty were hired by Rule in June 2009. Tr., p. 
92; Ex. D. Another twelve were hired during the rest of the third quarter of 2009, and two were hired in the fourth 
quarter of2009. Tr., pp. 16-17; Ex. 12. 
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The former Diamond Z employees hired by Rule that were not included in the ten 
listed on Exhibit C did not perform any work related to Diamond Z after Rule hired them. Most 
were transferred to Rule's container division, located in the existing Rule facility on Middleton 
Road. To the extent those employees remain at Rule, they continue to work in the same area of 
Rule's business. Id., p. 87, 11. 22 - p. 88, 1. 13. 
Mr. Burkhart estimated that he was an officer of Diamond Z for four to six 
months. He resigned the position in early 2009. He received no compensation from Diamond Z. 
p. 88, 1. 14 p. 89, 1. 8. 
Rule did not hire any of the people in charge of divisions at Diamond Z, such as 
purchasing, HR, or sales and marketing. Id., p. 89, 1. 25 p. 90, 1. 12. In other words, it hired a 
few marketing personnel and otherwise hired skilled laborers which it put to work in its existing 
business lines. 
When Diamond Z ceased operations, Rule had no relationship with any of 
Diamond Z's dealers. Id., p. 90, 11. 16-20. At the time of the hearing Rule had two dealers under 
contract. It did not approach new dealers until 2010, several months after Diamond Z ceased 
operations. Rule does not maintain the same type of dealer network that Diamond Z did. Id., p. 
90, 11. 11-21. 
The Department offered no rebuttal testimony. Id., p. 96, 11. 13-15. Thus, the 
testimony of Rule's witnesses regarding how the former Diamond Z employees were hired and 
where in Rule's business they were utilized was not rebutted. 
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C. The Decision of the Appeals Examiner. 
The Appeals Examiner issued his decision on February 8, 2012. Despite the 
extraordinary flaws in the Department's investigation and Determination, the Appeals Examiner 
stated: "The transfer of the predecessor's experience rating to Employer is mandatory. The 
Determination of Mandatory Transfer of Experience Rating Account dated September 19, 2011 
is hereby AFFIRMED." CR 16. 
The Appeals Examiner made some significantly inaccurate findings of fact, 
including: 
1. He found that Rule's "main business during 2009 and 2009 was the 
production of steel containers." See Decision, p. 2; CR 17. In fact, Rule's witnesses testified that 
its business included several product lines including tanks, waste containers, structural steel, 
miscellaneous steel, and energy projects. 
2. He found that Diamond Z had been leasing fabricating space from Rule, 
which Rule "took back," and the employees "hired from Diamond Z" were "housed in that space 
apparently." Id. He also found that "[b]oth Rule and Diamond had the same physical address[.]" 
Id. In fact, as Steve Peel and Greg Burkhart testified during the telephone appeal hearing, 
Diamond Z had leased space from a third entity owned by Steve Peel; the employees were not 
"hired from Diamond Z" but were hired by Rule at various times after they were terminated by 
Diamond Z and only after an extensive reapplication and reassessment process; and most of the 
former Diamond Z employees went to work in Rule's container division in its existing facility on 
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Middleton Road, while Rule moved its own administrative offices into the vacated space only 
after Diamond Z ceased operations. 
3. He found that Rule hired 42 of the former Diamond Z workers in June 
2009. Id. In fact, Greg Burkhart testified that in fact only 30 of workers were hired in June, with 
another 12 hired later in the third quarter of 2009, and another two in the fourth quarter of 2009. 
Beyond this, the Appeals examiner found that Diamond Z' s main business was 
the production of grinders, and that in May 2009 Diamond Z laid off its remaining 60 employees. 
He recounted the listings of the officers of Diamond Z and Rule on their respective annual report 
filings for 2008 and 2009. He noted their present (i.e., as of late 2011, not as of the time of 
alleged transfer) use of each other's logos and hyperlinks in their respective websites. He found 
that Les Pollard was "listed" as the HR contact person for both companies, apparently by virtue 
of the fact that Pollard signed Diamond Z's last payroll report when it closed down. 6 And 
finally, he found that"[ a]fter Diamond ceased operations, Rule began offering grinders as part of 
its products," but made no finding as to when this occurred. Id. This was the entirety of the 
Appeals examiner's findings of fact. To the extent he referred to evidence, he cited only 
exhibits, not testimony. 
The Appeals Examiner ignored the undisputed evidence that most of the former 
Diamond Z employees that Rule hired were retrained and put to work in Rule's existing business 
lines. He also ignored the undisputed testimony that all of the managers from Diamond Z except 
Pat Crawford were not re-hired by Rule. He ignored the undisputed testimony as to the nearly 
In fact, Steve Peel testified that Pollard, a Rule HR employee, only signed Diamond Z's final payroll report 
because there were no Diamond Z employees left to sign the report. Tr., p. 73, II. 10-15. 
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one year gap between when Diamond Z ceased manufacturing grinders and when Rule started 
doing so (meaning that, necessarily, 40 of the 44 former Diamond Z employees were not 
working on Diamond Z business during that time). Like the investigator, he appears to have 
relied upon a number of facts regarding the state of affairs as of late 2011, rather than as of the 
date of the alleged transfer over two years earlier, such as the physical address of Rule and the 
website contents. 
The Appeals Examiner's Decision did not address how January 1, 2010 was 
selected as the alleged transfer date. It was undisputed that: (a) Diamond Z ceased 
manufacturing operations in March 2009; (b) Diamond Z's remaining employees were 
terminated in May 2009; (c) Rule hired former Diamond Z employees beginning in June 2009; 
(d) Rule did not manufacture and sell a grinder until February 2010; and (e) 40 of 44 former 
Diamond Z employees hired by Rule were working exclusively in Rule's existing lines of 
business for nearly a year during the interim. 
After listing the applicable statutes, the Appeals Examiner stated his conclusions. 
They are, in their entirety: 
After reviewing the record, the Appeals Examiner concludes that, 
at the time of transfer of ownership from Diamond to Rule, there 
was sufficient evidence to conclude that there was common 
ownership, management and control of the two that the experience 
rate transfer is mandatory. It seems clear that both Steve Peel and 
Greg Burkhart were managing both companies, and there was such 
a relationship between the companies that there were effectively 
controlled by the two men. Rule was engaged in the same type of 
manufacturing as Diamond, Rule absorbed well over half of 
Diamond's workforce, and in fact the physical location of the two 
was in the same place. 
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The Appeals Examiner concludes that it has been established by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the transfer of the experience 
rate of Diamond to Rule is mandatory, and shall be done in 
accordance with all Department practices and procedures. 
Rule appealed the Appeal's Examiner's decision to the Industrial Commission. 
D. The Decision of the Industrial Commission. 
After briefs were submitted by the parties, the Commission issued its Decision 
and Order on May 15, 2012. The Commission made the following findings of fact: 
1. Diamond Z Trailer, Inc. ("Diamond Z") manufactured custom grinders used in the 
recycling industry. Due to the economic downturn, the market for the custom 
grinders declined. As a result, in the spring of 2009, Diamond Z ceased operations. 
Diamond Z laid off its workforce at the end of May 2009 and its assets were seized 
by creditors. The corporation dissolved in December 2009. Diamond Z retained its 
name because it had a good reputation in the market place. 
2. Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. ("Rule Steel") is a steel fabrication business. It has been 
operating for over 50 years. 
3. In 2009 and 2010, Steve Peel owned and was the sole shareholder of both Diamond Z 
and Rule Steel. He was managing Diamond Z at the time of its dissolution. Mr. Peel 
was also in charge of making financial decisions for Rule Steel during this time and 
had the authority to make personnel decisions. 
4. In 2009, Gregory Burkhart was a corporate officer of both Diamond Zand Rule Steel. 
He assisted Mr. Peel with dissolving Diamond Z and had managing authority over 
Rule Steel. 
5. In June of 2009, Rule Steel hired 38 of 60 former Diamond Z employees. Rule Steel 
hired another 16 by the end of the fourth quarter of2009. In total, Rule Steel hired 44 
out of the 60 former Diamond Z employees, representing 73% of Diamond Z's 
former workforce. Rule Steel hired the individuals because they were a trained and 
skilled workforce in welding and fabrication. 
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6. Rule Steel purchased some of Diamond Z's assets from a creditor. Although Rule 
Steel had the capability to manufacture the same custom grinders as Diamond Z prior 
to February 2010, there was limited to no market. 
7. In February 2010, Rule Steel began manufacturing the same custom grinders as 
Diamond Z. The grinders were sold as Diamond Z grinders and Rule Steel also 
provides the replacement parts for Diamond Z grinders. 
8. Rule Steel has the same address and phone number as did Diamond Z. After 
Diamond Z dissolved, Rule Steel moved into the building space once occupied by 
Diamond Z. 
CR 71-72. After reviewing the applicable statutes, the Commission concluded that "Employer 
has not shown by clear and convincing evidence that Diamond Z did not transfer its business to 
Rule Steel." CR 73. While it had already made the above findings of fact, the Commission then 
listed a variety of facts apparently in support of this and other conclusions, including: 
1. The fact that Rule Steel was capable of building grinders and eventually 
did so and marketed grinders using the Diamond Z name, as well as selling grinder part, 
supported the conclusions that "Rule Steel continued Diamond Z's business in its entirety," and 
"Rule Steel continued the business enterprise of Diamond Z." CR 73-74. 
2. Rule Steel "purchased and/or assumed the same business premises, phone 
number, brand name and some of the same equipment as Diamond Z," and "acquired Diamond 
Z's good will" by using the Diamond Z name, contracting with "some of the same dealers" as 
did Diamond Z, and found "there is evidence that both employees use the same vendors," 
apparently suggesting there "was also a continuity of business relationships." CR 74-75. 
3. Rule "acquired 44 of the 60 former Diamond Z employees," representing 
73% of Diamond Z's workforce. While the Commission stated that "Employer argues that few 
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of the Diamond Z employees hired by Rule Steel primarily work on Diamond Z products," it 
then stated that the list of ten employees on Exhibit C "is far from exhaustive," and it "is unclear 
why the other thirty 32 [sic] workers were not included in this list." The Commission then stated 
that "although the employees may not have worked on Diamond Z equipment immediately upon 
hire, this appears to be so because the market for Diamond Z products was non-existent," and it 
was "unclear how many of these workers returned to work on Diamond Z grinders, even in a 
secondary function, once Rule Steel started manufacturing those grinders in 201 O." CR 75. 
4. While the Commission acknowledged the "record is scant regarding a 
transfer of accounts receivable or possession and use of Diamond Z's sales correspondence," it 
nevertheless concluded that from the purported evidence it had summarized, "there is sufficient 
evidence to find that Diamond Z transferred its business to Rule Steel." CR 76. 
Based on all of this, the Commission concluded: "Based on the entirety of the 
record in this matter, Diamond Z's business was subsumed by Rule Steel. The only significant 
change was that the operation now operates under the name of Rule Steel. In other words, the 
form of the operation changed, but the substantive portion and functions of Diamond Z's 
business remained substantially the same." CR 78. 
Finally, the Commission summarily rejected the contention that a pro-rate rate 
transfer was appropriate, stating: "Based on the record, Rule Steel carries on all of the business 
functions of Diamond Z. While it manufactures additional items, Rule steel manufactures all of 
the same grinders as Diamond Z and also repairs those grinders. There is no evidence in this 
record that only a portion of Diamond Z's business is carried out by Rule Steel. Since the entire 
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business was subsumed by Rule Steel, a pro rata share based on a transfer of only a portion of a 
business as determined by Idaho Code 72-1351(5)(b) is not proper in this matter." CR 78-79. 
Rule sought partial reconsideration of the Decision and Order, requesting that the 
Conunission reconsider the decision not to order a partial rate transfer. Rule pointed out the 
undisputed evidence that: (a) none of the workers not listed on Exhibit C ever worked on 
Diamond Z business; (b) none of Diamond Z's management personnel were hired by Rule with 
the exception of one person who then also worked on Rule Steel business; ( c) Rule did not 
assume Diamond Z's dealer network but separately contracted with only two out of eight former 
Diamond Z dealers, several months later; and (d) Rule did not manufacture a grinder for nearly a 
year after Diamond Z ceased operations. CR 81-84. 
On August 2, 2012, the Commission issued its Order Denying Reconsideration. 
Somehow, despite there being no evidence in the record to contradict the evidence presented by 
Rule, the Commission concluded that the parties "disputed whether the aforementioned [44 re-
hired] employees were conducting essentially the same job functions as they had under Diamond 
Z," and that the "factual dispute between the parties goes beyond ten (10) workers selected by 
Employer for Employer's list [Exhibit CJ." CR 89. The Commission appears to have then 
concluded that the it believed the Department's position in that "dispute," and stated that "[t]he 
parties had some substantial disagreements on whether Employer was simply hiring from a 
skilled labor pool for its manufacturing needs or transferring Diamond Z['s] trade and business 
to Employer," and "the parties disputed the number of employees Employer hired from 
Diamond Z and the employees' primary responsibilities." CR 90, 91. The Commission did 
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not discuss the evidence in the record behind these alleged "disputes," but simply repeated its 
prior conclusion: "Because Employer subsumed the entire Diamond Z business, a pro rata share 
based on the transfer of only a portion of a business as determined by Idaho Code 72-1351(5)(b) 
is not proper in this matter." CR 92. 
This appeal followed. 
IV. Issues Presented on Appeal. 
A. Did the Idaho Industrial Commission err by upholding the 
Decision of the Appeals Examiner that a transfer of the predecessor employer's experience rating 
to Appellant was mandatory under Idaho Code § 72-13 51 A? 
B. Did the Idaho Industrial Commission err by failing to determine 
that Appellant should only be subject to a partial rating transfer pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 72-
135 lA (l)(a) and 72-1351(5)(b)? 
C. Was there at most a partial transfer of the predecessor business 
pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 72-1351A(l)(a) and 72-1351(b), where it is undisputed: (1) most of 
the predecessor employer's management personnel were not hired by Appellant; (2) almost all of 
the former employees of the predecessor employer hired by Appellant were put to work in 
Appellant's own existing lines of business; (3) many of the assets acquired from the predecessor 
were put to use in Appellant's existing lines of business; (4) Appellant acquired assets of the 
predecessor from a third party; and (5) a substantial delay occurred between the cessation of the 
predecessor's operations and when Appellant first performed the same manufacturing business 
function as the predecessor? 
V. Argument. 
A. Standard of Review. 
This Court exercises free review over questions of law when it reviews a decision 
of the Industrial Commission. Buckham v. Idaho Elk's Rehabilitation Hosp., 141 Idaho 338, 
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340, 109 P.3d 726, 728 (2005). Interpretation of a statute is a question of law over which the 
Cami exercises free review. State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, 130 Idaho 727, 732 
(1997). This Court reviews the Commission's factual determinations for clear error. Ewins v. 
Allied Sec., 138 Idaho 343, 346 (2003). A Commission finding of fact must be supported by 
substantial evidence, that is, relevant evidence that a reasonable mind might accept as adequate 
to support a conclusion. Id. 
B. The Commission committed clear error, and a 
transfer of Diamond Z's experience rating to 
Ruic was not warranted. 
The number and scope of the Commission's factual errors, particularly following 
the similar factual errors made by the Appeals Examiner, is glaring. 
A critical error in the Commission's review of the evidence is reflected in the 
statements at page 6 of the Decision and Order, that it "is unclear why the other thirty-two 32 
[sic] workers were not included on [Exhibit CJ," and that it "is unclear how many of these 
workers returned to work on Diamond Z grinders, even in a secondary function, once rule started 
manufacturing those grinders in 2010." Decision and Order, p. 6. In fact, the testimony in the 
hearing below was clear and undisputed: All of the workers in question were put to work in Rule 
Steel's other, existing lines of business, and never worked on Diamond Z business. 
Steve Peel, the owner of Rule Steel, testified that most of the management 
personnel from Diamond Z, including its president, and the employees responsible for 
engineering, product development, sales and marketing, HR and purchasing were terminated in 
late 2008 to early 2009. Of the key Diamond Z employees only one, Pat Crawford, was rehired 
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by Rule Steel, and his duties at Rule encompassed both marketing Diamond Z products and 
marketing of existing Rule product lines. Id., p. 53, I. 1 p. 54, 1. 10; Exhibit C. 
Mr. Peel testified that of the employees terminated by Diamond Z and eventually 
re-hired by Rule, only four people out of 44 immediately returned to marketing Diamond Z 
products. Another six former Diamond Z employees were hired at Rule to work primarily in 
existing Rule lines of business, but occasionally worked on the manufacture of Diamond Z 
products as a secondary duty once the need later arose (nearly a year later). 
55, I. 20; Exhibit C. 
p. 54, l. 11 - p. 
Greg Burkhart, Rule Steel's president, testified of the former employees of 
Diamond Z rehired by Rule, only four - Pat Crawford, Jens Jensen, Bill Lindauer, and Gary 
Milliman worked primarily on Diamond Z business following their rehire. Id., p. 80, 11. 8-25; 
Exhibit C. 
Burkhart testified that during 2009, Rule obtained a large contract related to the 
Hanford nuclear site in Washington State, for the fabrication of specialty waste containers, and 
another contract in Wyoming for the fabrication of large ducts. Rule needed additional 
employees. Some of the former Diamond Z employees had worked for Rule previously, so 
Burkhart was aware of their skills. He chose to consider those skills before hiring unknown 
personnel with unknown skills. He testified that he hired several of the former Diamond Z 
employees to work for Rule on the Hanford and Wyoming projects and other Rule business. 
They had to go through recertification and reapplication, in part because Rule's business was 
subject to different standards than Diamond Z's former business. pp. 82-85. 
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Burkhart testified that all former Diamond Z employees hired by Rule who were 
not included in the ten listed on Exhibit C did not perform any work related to Diamond Z after 
Rule hired them. Most were put to work in to Rule's container division, located in the existing 
Rule facility on Middleton Road. To the extent those employees remain at Rule, they continue to 
work in the same area of Rule's business. Id., p. 87, 11. 22-p. 88, 1. 13. 
In other words, the evidence was in fact clear that of the sixty Diamond Z 
employees that were terminated in the second quarter of 2009, only ten (those listed in Exhibit 
C) subsequently worked on Diamond Z business after their hiring by Rule Steel, and only four of 
them full-time. The entire intent of Exhibit C was to illustrate these facts. This testimony and 
evidence was undisputed. The Commission's finding that it is "unclear" how many of the re-
hired workers went to work on Diamond Z business is contrary to the undisputed evidence. 
Aside from firing virtually all of Diamond Z's management and putting only a 
small percentage of former Diamond Z workers back to work on Diamond Z business (most of 
them almost year later), there was also unrebutted testimony from Rule Steel that: (a) it did not 
assume Diamond Z's dealer network relationships; and (b) there was an eleven-month gap 
between when Diamond Z ceased operations and Rule Steel began manufacturing grinders. 
Idaho Code § 72-135 lA(l)(a) provides that an experience rating transfer is 
mandatory if a covered employer "transfers its trade or business, or a portion thereof, to another 
employer," and the predecessor and successor employers share "common ownership, 
management or control." Thus, the statute requires two elements: (a) a transfer of a trade or 
business; and (b) common ownership, management and control. 
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Following a transfer, rates of both employers are required to be recalculated using 
the methods provided in LC. § 72-1351(5)(b). Id. The transfer of some or all of an employer's 
workforce constitutes a "transfer of a trade or business" when, "as a result of the transfer, the 
transferring employer no longer performs trade or business with respect to the transferred 
workforce, and such trade or business is performed by the employer to whom the work force is 
transferred." LC. § 72-135 lA(S)( e ). 
Rule did not dispute that both Diamond Z and Rule are owned by Steve Peel, so 
there is no dispute regarding common ownership between the two companies.7 The issue here is 
whether a "transfer of a trade or business" occurred. 
"Factors the department may consider when determining whether a transfer of a 
trade or business has occurred include, but are not limited to: (i) Whether the successor 
continued the business enterprise of the acquired business; (ii) Whether the successor purchased, 
leased or assumed machinery and manufacturing equipment, office equipment, business 
premises, the business or corporate name, inventories, a covenant not to compete or a list of 
customers; (iii) Continuity of business relationships with third parties such as vendors, suppliers 
and subcontractors; (iv) A transfer of good will; (v) A transfer of accounts receivable; 
Irrespective of this, the Department's assertion regarding common management was wrong. It was based 
entirely on annual report filings for the two companies. The Department relied on the fact that for a limited period, 
Greg Burkhai1, the president of Rule Steel, also served as the president of Diamond Z. However, Rule presented 
unrebutted testimony that: (a) Mr. Burkhart served in this position only for a few months while the company's 
operations were being wound down, and that Diamond Z's president had been Randy Dodd for about three years 
before then~ Exhibit E (Diamond Z annual report filings)); and (b) every Diamond Z manager except one was 
terminated in late 2008 or early 2009 and was not made part of Rule management. 
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(vi) Possession and use of the predecessor's sales correspondence; and (vii) Whether the 
employees remained the same." LC.§ 72-1351A(5)(d). 
The finding that Rule "continued the business enterprise" of Diamond Z was 
apparently based on the fact that, at some point, Rule (which acquired Diamond Z's assets by 
way of a purchase from a third party, which acquired the assets from Diamond Z in lieu of 
foreclosure) began to manufacture industrial grinders using the Diamond Z brand. However, 
Rule Steel presented undisputed evidence that: 
1. Rule did not acquire the assets from Diamond Z but from a third party; 
2. Of approximately 60 employees who were the last terminated from 
Diamond Z, 44 were eventually hired by Rule Steel; 
3. Of the 44 workers hired by Rule, all but four were retrained and put to 
work in Rule Steel's existing business, although another six eventually worked part-time as a 
secondary duty when Rule began building grinders several months later. 
4. None of Diamond Z's managers were hired by Rule except Pat Crawford, 
and he split his time between Rule and Diamond Z work. 
5. Diamond Z's dealer network was terminated in 2008 and 2009 and Rule 
only contracted with two dealers of its own in 2010. 
6. Diamond Z sold its last grinder in March 2009; 
7. Rule Steel did not sell a grinder until February 2010. 
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8. During the interim eleven months, 40 of the 44 workers hired by Rule 
Steel engaged in retraining and work in Rule Steel's existing business, and 34 of those continued 
to work exclusively in Rule Steel's existing business thereafter. 
9. The physical assets acquired from Diamond Z were put to use by Rule in 
its existing business lines. 
Interruption of business during a transfer is a relevant factor in determining whether 
there is "continuity of business activity." Super Grade, Inc. v. Idaho Dept. of Commerce and 
Labor, 144 Idaho 386, 391 (2007). Here, the extreme reduction of workers devoted to what was 
previously Diamond Z's business, the retraining and recertification of former Diamond Z 
workers by Rule Steel and their deployment in Rule Steel's existing business, the failure to re-
hire almost all of Diamond Z's management, and the interruption of eleven months before Rule 
Steel sold a grinder -- all of which is undisputed -- clearly supports the conclusion that a 
continuity of business activity from Diamond Z to Rule Steel did not exist. 
Put in the terms used in LC.§ 72-1351A(5)(a), the facts do not support the conclusion 
that "as a result of the transfer, [Diamond Z] no longer perform[ ed] trade or business with 
respect to the transferred workforce, and such trade or business [was] performed by [Rule]." 
LC.§ 72-1351A(5)(e) (emphasis added). Diamond Z ceased building grinders months before the 
workers were hired by Rule. Rule employed almost all of the workers in its existing business, 
not to continue Diamond Z's previous business. Rule did not hire most of Diamond Z's 
management team. Rule did not manufacture a grinder until nearly a year after Diamond Z 
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stopped doing so, and most of the workers it re-hired had nothing to do with manufacturing 
grinders. 
Both the Appeals Examiner and the Commission reasoned that Rule had the 
"capability" of producing grinders, in the sense that it had a work force capable of doing so, and 
the fact that it did not actually produce grinders for many months did not mean that there was not 
continuity of Diamond Z's business activity. In short, the Appeals Examiner and the 
Commission apparently concluded that "having the capacity to engage in the business activity of 
the predecessor employer" is the same as "engaging in the business activity of the predecessor 
employer." But this is not the test. The logical extension of the Commission's reasoning is that 
an employer could hire workers from another expiring employer, and if at any time it later 
entered the business of the predecessor employer (even years later), it could be subject to a 
transfer of the predecessor's experience rating, simply because it had the "capability" of 
performing the predecessor's business function all along. 
The reality is that Diamond Z's business had essentially died. It had not 
manufactured or sold a grinder for months before it finally terminated all of those employees. In 
other words, it was effectively not performing any business function. Some of those employees 
were hired by Rule over the following months (and not simply transferred instantaneously). 
Rule essentially attempted to re-start the business from scratch. 
Other of the factors from Idaho Code § 72-1351A(5)(d) are not supported by the 
undisputed evidence: 
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1. There was not continuity of business relationships with third parties. The 
undisputed testimony was that Rule and Diamond Z shared a common steel vendor, but that they 
had since well before Diamond Z's demise because of the limited availability of such vendors. It 
is also undisputed that Diamond Z's dealer network was terminated, and Rule only later 
established new relationships with a small portion of the dealers. 
2. The Commission found a paucity of evidence that Rule acquired Diamond Z's 
sales correspondence or accounts receivables. 
3. As discussed at length above, it is undisputed that the employees did not "remain 
the same." Rule hired only part of Diamond Z's workforce over a period of several months after 
Diamond Z terminated its workers, and it put almost all of those hired to work in its existing 
lines of business. 
4. While Rule did eventually use the Diamond Z brand, because it is undisputed that 
Diamond Z had ceased operations and Rule did not sell a grinder under the Diamond Z brand for 
nearly a year, the amount of goodwill assumed by Rule was minimal. 
5. While Rule acquired former Diamond Z assets, it did so from a third party rather 
than directly from Diamond Z, and the undisputed testimony was that the assets were put to use 
in Rule's existing business operations. 
C. Even assuming a transfer of Diamond Z's 
business to Rule occurred, the Commission erred 
by failing to order a partial rating transfer 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 72-1351(5)(b). 
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Even if the determination that a transfer of a trade or business from Diamond Z to 
Rule was correct, the determination that Rule acquired or succeeded to "all or substantially all of 
the business owned by" Diamond Z was incorrect and failed to calculate the rate transfer as only 
"so much of the separate experience rating account of the predecessor as is attributable to the 
portion of the business transferred, as determined on a pro rata basis in the same ratio that the 
wages of covered employees properly allocable to the transfened portion of the business bears to 
the payroll of the predecessor in the last four ( 4) completed calendar quarters immediately 
preceding the date of transfer[.]" Idaho Code§ 72-1351A(l)(a), § 72-1351(5)(b). 
Even though only some of the former Diamond Z employees were later hired by Rule 
Steel, and Diamond Z did not transfer a going business concern to Rule but Rule essentially 
recreated the business from scratch on a much smaller scale, the Department and the 
Commission did not make a pro rata reduction as required by LC. § 72-1351(5)(b). The 
Commission disregarded out of hand that almost all of those workers were retrained and 
deployed in Rule Steel's existing business. Given this undisputed fact, and the undisputed 
substantial delay between the cessation of Diamond Z's operations and when Rule began 
manufacturing grinders on a much smaller scale, the conect conclusion is that only a small part 
of Diamond Z's experience rating should be transferred to Rule (again, only if a "transfer of a 
business" occurred). 
Rule's Exhibits A and B show that for the four quarters before Diamond Z ceased 
operations (Q3 and Q4 of 2008 and Q 1 and Q2 of 2009), its total payroll was $2,862,487. 
During the same period, the payroll for the four former Dian1ond Z employees who worked on 
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Diamond Z business upon being hired by Rule - Pat Crawford, Bill Lindauer, Jens Jensen and 
Gary Milliman totaled $224,017. This produces a ratio of Pursuant to LC. § 72-
135 IA(a)(a) and 72-1351(5)(b), this is the only portion of Diamond s experience rating that 
should be transferred to Rule. 
In Super Grade, Inc. v. Idaho Dept. of Commerce and Labor, 144 Idaho 386, 391 
(2007), this Court upheld a ruling of the Commission that a partial rating transfer was 
appropriate and that the acquiring company was properly assigned 7 4.31 % of the predecessor 
company's experience rating where the acquiring company took on that percentage of the 
predecessor's payroll. Moreover, in that case the business of the predecessor company was 
continued apparently without interruption by the acquiring company. It is flatly inconsistent to 
conclude that a partial, pro-rata rating transfer based upon payroll was appropriate under those 
circumstances but to conclude that the same is not appropriate here, where only a tiny percentage 
of Diamond Z's payroll was ultimately devoted to the same business at Rule, and the former 
business of Diamond Z was ceased for almost a year and restarted effectively from scratch by 
Rule. The Commission's decision here cannot be reconciled with that in Super Grade. 
D. Attorney's Fees. 
Rule is entitled to an award of attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-117, 
because the Commission's decision was made "without a reasonable basis in fact or law." As 
discussed above, key of the Commission's factual findings were contrary to the undisputed 
evidence, and under that undisputed evidence the Commission's application of Idaho Code§ 72-
1251A(5) and§ 72-1351(5)(b) was legally erroneous. 
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VI. Conclusion. 
In good faith, Rule aided unemployed former Diamond Z workers, retraining 
them and putting most of them to work in Rule's existing business lines. Rule actually provided 
a benefit to the State of Idaho by keeping those 44 people off the unemployment rolls. The 
Commission's response was to penalize Rule. 
As Steve Peel testified, the message sent is that, rather than hiring and retraining 
44 employees and integrating them into Rule's existing business, "we would be better off just to 
fire everyone and hire brand new people regardless of their skill set ... to prevent some sort of 
rate transfer[.]" Transcript, p. 57, IL l-3. The Commission's conclusion defies common sense 
and discourages good practices, and is inconsistent with the approach it took (and this Court 
affirmed) in==-"'....=..:=-=-· 
While the Commission characterized this as a case of factual disputes, in reality 
the key facts are not in dispute at all. Those undisputed facts show that a transfer of business as 
defined by LC. § 72-135 lA did not occur, because of the passage of time between when 
Diamond Z ceased operations and when Rule re-hired former Diamond Z employees and 
ultimately manufactured its first grinder, because of the indirect manner in which Rule acquired 
former Diamond Z assets, because Rule did not hire most of Diamond Z's former management, 
and because almost all of the re-hired workers were retrained and deployed in Rule's existing 
business lines. 
Even if the Court concludes that a transfer of the business occurred, Rule clearly 
established that the transfer was only partial, and pursuant to LC. § 72-l351(5)(b) the 
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Commission should have allocated to Rule only that portion of Diamond Z's experience rating 
allocable to the four former Diamond Z employees who immediately returned to part of the 
Diamond Z business once they were hired by Rule. The Court should: 
1. Reverse the Decision and Order of the Commission; or 
2. Reverse the Commission's Order Denying Reconsideration and remand 
the matter with direction that pursuant to LC. § 72-1351(5)(b), 7.8% of Diamond Z's experience 
rating is transferred to Rule. 1).. 
Dated this Jj__ day of December, 2012. 
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